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In what has been called a landmark victory, Prime Minister Boris Johnson and the Conservatives handily defeated 
their Labour party opposition in the Thursday, December 12th U.K. general election, winning 364 of the 650 
Parliament seats. This landslide gain locks in a Tory government majority, which should enable Johnson to fulfill his 
campaign pledge to “Get Brexit Done.” The win also provides the broader market with greater certainty about the 
direction of Brexit, as Johnson will now have the votes necessary to complete the steps needed to make the existing 
divorce deal law and to take Britain out of the European Union by the end of 2020.

Brexit has been a major overhang on U.K. stocks, as evidenced by the FTSE 100 being the worst performing 
European Index year-to-date. In this chart of the week, we show the London stock market response to the election 
results. The FTSE 100 Index rallied on both the Friday and Monday after last week’s election, up 1.1% and 2.3% 
respectively based on closing price. In intraday trading on Monday, December 16th, the U.K. blue-chip index surged 
to its highest level in four months, up nearly 2.7%. Of note, those businesses acutely impacted by the domestic U.K. 
economy saw a meaningful boost. British financial service firms were among the major climbers during the rally, with 
Hargreaves Lansdown, Barclays, and Lloyds Banking Group (shown in the chart) up over 4%. 

U.K. Domestic Banks Spike After Tory Triumph
NICOLE JOHNSON-BARNES, CFA, RESEARCH ANALYST

Chart of the Week

Source: Bloomberg

Businesses impacted by the domestic U.K. economy have seen a post-election boost
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The sources of information used in this report are believed to be reliable. Marquette Associates, Inc. has not independently 

verified all of the information and its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Opinions, estimates, projections and comments on 

financial market trends constitute our judgment and are subject to change without notice. This material is not financial advice 

nor an offer to purchase or sell any product. References to specific securities are for illustrative purposes only and do not 

constitute recommendations. Past performance does not guarantee future results. 

About Marquette Associates

Marquette Associates is an independent investment consulting firm that guides institutional investment programs with a 

focused client service approach and careful research. Marquette has served a single mission since 1986 – enable institutions 

to become more effective investment stewards. Marquette is a completely independent and 100% employee-owned 

consultancy founded with the sole purpose of advising institutions. 

For more information, please visit www.marquetteassociates.com.


